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Mobile access for actionable
findings acknowledgment
and report viewing
PowerConnect Mobile Clinician
enables medical providers with
iOS and Android devices to
receive, review, and acknowledge
notifications from PowerConnect
Actionable Findings. Additionally,
with the optional PowerScribe
Mobile Bridge, clinicians can also
search and view radiology results
and open orders from PowerScribe.

Receiving and accessing

Actionable Findings
Receiving and accessing
PowerConnect Mobile Clinician
allows providers to receive and
respond to critical result and other
actionable findings messages from
radiologists or other diagnostic
specialists.
Push notifications alert clinicians
that a new message is ready for
their review. Support for multiple
accounts allows providers to view
notifications from multiple institutions concurrently. Customizable
security protects PHI before
displaying the critical test result
message.
Reviewing and responding
The application allows ordering
clinicians to easily view and respond
to the actionable findings message.
With the PowerScribe Mobile Bridge
they can also see the full radiology
report. The callback feature allows
the clinician to quickly connect with
the radiologist or diagnostic specialist to further discuss the message, if
necessary.

Reviewing and responding
With PowerScribe
One or PowerScribe
360 Reporting
v2.5 or later, the
ordering physician
can view the report’s
impression directly
in the PowerScribe
Mobile Clinician
app. Otherwise,
a button streams
the radiologist’s
recorded voice clip.
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Clinicians can simply touch Accept or Decline to respond to the actionable
findings message and close the loop with diagnostic specialists. No longer
will providers need to dial into traditional automated phone systems to close
a message.

Key benefits

In addition to the open message queue, clinicians can view their closed
message queue to identify what messages they acknowledged and better
position themselves to take next steps in the patient care continuum.

––Enhances patient care
by enabling faster review
of diagnostic results with
opportunity to call diagnostic
specialists for further discussion.

Tools for secure password setup and maintenance right within the mobile app
optimize usability and convenience.

––Provides secure access to search
and view radiology results and
open orders.

Reports and orders
In conjunction with the PowerScribe Mobile Bridge, PowerConnect Mobile
Clinician provides authorized users with secure access to Radiology orders
and reports. Clinicians can receive push notifications when a new report is
ready and view it from the convenience of their mobile device.
Reports and orders

––Enables clinicians to receive,
review, and acknowledge
actionable findings
communications from multiple
institutions within a single
application screen.

Requirements
––Viewing Reports and orders
requires the PowerScribe Mobile
Bridge and PowerScribe One or
PowerScribe 360 Reporting v2.0
or later.
––Critical and actionable results
functionality is available only for
customers using PowerConnect
Actionable Findings.
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